Life course epidemiology: recognising the importance of adolescence
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Life course epidemiology may be conceptualised as “the study of long term effects on later health or disease risk of physical or social exposures during gestation, childhood, adolescence, young adulthood and later adult life.”1 Adolescence, the period between childhood and adulthood defined by the WHO as 10–19 years, has an uneasy status in epidemiology. On the one hand, adolescents, who now number over 1.2 billion worldwide—around 20% of the global population—are highly visible in population-based studies. Young people’s behaviours have been an important subject of epidemiological inquiry, from tobacco and alcohol use to violence and sexual activity. Yet, concepts of adolescence as a discrete stage in the life course have been much less discussed within epidemiology. This is particularly so in studies of the developmental origins of adult health and disease, which have focused on the influence on adult health outcomes of exposures from the period of rapid physiological change in very early life. Similarly, investigators in the field of the social determinants of health and disease have concentrated their efforts on the effects of parenting and education in early childhood.

With the aim of developing our understanding of the place of adolescence in a life course framework, in May 2013, we organised a joint workshop between UCL and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.

AFTER INFANCY, ADOLESCENCE IS THE PERIOD OF GREATEST AND MOST RAPID DEVELOPMENT

Studies of the biological embedding of early life experiences have focused largely on prenatal or infant life, and have led to the understanding that periods of rapid organ system development during these phases of life are critical to adult health.1 Yet, adolescence is second only to fetal and infant life in the rapidity of growth and pervasiveness of change across body systems.

Puberty is one of the central dramas of the human life course, and results in very rapid somatic growth, brain development, sexual maturation and attainment of reproductive capacity. It is accompanied by final maturation of multiple organ systems, major central nervous system changes and dramatic psychosocial change.2 Human puberty is unique in the animal world. We are the only animals to have major brain development and a somatic growth spurt at the same time as puberty, and the only animals aside from chimpanzees and gorillas in which the earliest phase of puberty (adrenarche) is identifiable.2 The discovery of continued brain development through adolescence has been one of the great advances of neuroscience in the past 20 years. Brain imaging techniques have revealed that there is a dramatic spurt in brain development during adolescence that continues until the mid-20s, with marked development of both cortical and subcortical structures in a manner linked with age and puberty.1

In parallel with such biological developments during adolescence, there are marked psychosocial developmental changes, including in the pervasive social role and associated behavioural change. Social transitions from dependent child towards stronger peer affiliation and development of intimate partner relationships, and from primary through secondary to further education and employment are accompanied by new behaviours acquired across personal, social and health domains. These include initiation of many important health-related behaviours, such as smoking, alcohol and drug use, physical activity and sexual behaviours, and patterns initiated in adolescence track strongly into adult life. Of the five leading risk factors for global disability adjusted life years (DALYs) lost identified in the 2010 Global Burden of Disease study, tobacco (the second ranked for global DALYs) and alcohol use (third ranked) are largely initiated in adolescence.4 Since the 1960s, approximately 80% of smoking initiation has been consistently found to take place in adolescence in high-income countries, and many resource-poor countries now share this pattern of initiation.

EVIDENCE THAT ADOLESCENCE MAY BE A CRITICAL PERIOD FOR LATER HEALTH AND DISEASE

The rapid development during adolescence points to the possibility that the adolescent period may be a critical or sensitive period for later health and disease. Some of the strongest evidence for this comes from studies of the timing of puberty. This is most apparent in evidence accumulated across the British birth cohort studies.

In studies from the MRC National Survey of Health and Development (the 1946 British Birth Cohort), it has been demonstrated that pubertal timing influenced BMI and blood pressure in midlife in men.5 Similarly, in the 1958 National Child Development Study, pubertal timing was associated with BMI change from childhood to adulthood.6 In a recent systematic review of these and other studies, there was substantial longitudinal evidence that early puberty increased risk of cardiovascular disease and a range of negative cardiometabolic outcomes in addition to obesity.7 This risk may operate in part through programming of metabolic factors such as insulin-like growth factor 18 as well as directly through obesity.7 There is evidence that pubertal timing or related pubertal weight gain may influence the prevalence and presentation of a wide range of other adverse outcomes, from common health problems such as asthma, epilepsy, chronic kidney disease, thyroid dysfunction, lean to fat mass ratios and diabetes prevalence to pain perception and mental health problems such as depression, eating disorders and schizophrenia.2

Other evidence that adolescence may be a critical period in human development comes from observations that 75% of lifetime mental health disorders have their onset before age 25 years, with the peak...
age of onset for many being during adolescence. This is likely to be related to dramatic brain development during the second decade of life. Further, the timing of puberty is increasingly recognised to influence development of grey matter, white matter and subcortical structures, although further work is needed to understand the interaction of puberty and brain development, and its implications for health and behaviour across the life course.

The research and policy interest in behaviours relevant to health makes adolescence a critical period for behavioural risk, particularly given increasing evidence that these behaviours, once initiated, track into adult life. While tracking—maintenance of behaviours across the life course—is strong for smoking and alcohol use, socioeconomic status and personal assets such as cognitive abilities can modify their stability. Alcohol provides an excellent example of a behaviour where there is clear evidence that adolescent initiation is important for adult alcohol burden, yet the nature of the pathways between adolescent and adult drinking is not well understood.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Brain plasticity, rapid pubertal maturation of all organ systems, and dynamic behavioural and social change make adolescence a time of great importance for later health—and therefore also a time of great potential for intervention. While recognising the importance of continuity across the life course, adolescence should be regarded as a key period within the life course, distinct from childhood or adulthood, and the second sensitive developmental period in the life course after the fetal period and infancy.
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